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Why Lone Star Chose the SIP Standard  

Lone Star is supporting the Stochastic Information Packet (SIP) standard.  We 
believe SIPs are important to 21st century analysis, information and decision 
making.  The SIP is unfamiliar to some potential users.  We hope sharing our 
findings is useful.  

What is a SIP? 

A SIP is an easy, flexible way to clearly communicate and use data with structure 
and pedigree.  

A SIP is a data array with additional information.  Early versions were simply an 
Excel spreadsheet with a column of numbers and some information about the 
array.  What made early SIPs more valuable than any other Excel column of 
numbers was the structured rules for additional information.   

Structure makes it possible for software to use SIPs without manual intervention.  
Open source programs have emerged to manipulate SIPs because of this ease of 
use.  Humans benefit from SIP consistency by productivity and reliability as they 
interpret SIPs compared to novel data structures.  

The structure has several important attributes.  First, there is a data field named 
“about” which allows users to log information about the data in a free format.  
This might be a time stamp, or a description of the data logger which captured 
the data, or the database it came from, or the simulation which created it.   We 
call this “provenance” or pedigree of the data.  

Next, there is a count which specifies the number of elements in the array.  This 
is important because not all SIPs are the same length.  Depending on processing a 
user wants to do, there are many ways to deal with length differences.  The SIP 
enables blending of data with these kinds of differences.  

Finally, there are other common sense information fields, such as the name of 
the variable (e.g., Register Number 14 Sales Receipts from Store 264).  This 
promotes natural language and clarity. 

Why is a SIP Good? 

 SIPs have powerful attributes:  Easy to use and understand, simple to audit, free 
and open, not tied to one file type or software title, buoyed by a viable user 
group, and accommodating a range of data types. 

Capturing this data set, along with the data array makes SIPs easy to understand 
and audit by humans, and easy to capture and manipulate by machines.  
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The SIP standard is open, neutral, and not tied to any particular format or firm.  It 
is sponsored by Probability Management (PM), a non-profit.   PM manages the 
standard as a free, open standard.  There is no fee or license to use SIPs, and the 
standard is freely available at www.probabilitymanagement.org. 

The standard has been embraced by public and private sector users at both large 
and small organizations, working on both large and small problems.  This user 
community is about 10 years old.  That is a long time in technology.  In that time, 
only one alternative has emerged; a subset of the SIP.   

The SIP standard supports all of the most common data and file types:  XML, 
Excel and CSV.  These make it easy to move SIPs from one place (say an Oracle 
database) to another (say, a MATLAB model).   

The SIP is a general purpose data “bucket” without restrictions on the bucket’s 
contents.  As the name suggests it supports stochastic (random) data, like daily 
high temperatures, or rolls of a die.  The format supports non-random numbers 
as well.  Here is an odd fact of dealing with multiple observations; what is a 
random walk in the eyes of one observer is not random to another.   The SIP does 
not care how people think about the same data array.  It supports all the 
perspectives of different users.   

What Hath SIP Wrought? 

SIPs enable accelerated, low cost maturity for organizations who want to 
embrace data driven decisions.  

Not surprisingly, with these attributes, SIPs have spawned a number of related 
ideas and developments.  

SIPMath™ is one example, both an idea and a development.  SIPs can be 
manipulated like numbers in spreadsheets.  That means statistics without tears.   
Probabilistic intuition is a passion of PM’s Chairman, Dr. Sam Savage.  SIPs and 
SIPMath promote this in an intuitive way.  Teaching probability in Middle School 
has been a Science Technology Mathematics and Engineering (STEM) education 
success of PM.  

A growing body of open source freeware is another kind of development.  This 
supports users of different types and interests. This make it easy (for example) to 
translate a CSV file SIP to a XML SIP.    

An emerging SIP concept is the Proto-SIP.  When large databases generate SIP-
like outputs, they may fall short of providing the full complement of information 
in a SIP.   The Proto-SIP defines objects which are “mostly a SIP” making it 
practical to do conversion to a “real SIP” making the standard even more open. 

An important SIP concept is the logical relationship of SIPs.  SIPs can be 
generated in collections over many dimensions (temperature readings vs. places  

http://www.probabilitymanagement.org/
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and times), and across multiple SIPS (barometric pressure with each 
temperature).  Properly connected SIPs form “Stochastic Library Units with 
Relationships Preserved” (SLURPs).  Preservation of relationship means analysts 
who receive a SLURP can conduct exploration of relationships.  They don’t have 
to specify a database report-based a line of inquiry.  A SLURP preserves 
relationships, without knowing which relationships you are looking for.  

Another idea promoted by PM is an alternative to data warehouses.  Data 
warehouses are indispensable for organizations with mature analytics teams.  
But most companies don’t have widespread, easy access to their data (even with 
data warehouse).   PM promotes the “Chief Probability Officer” or CPO, who 
validates SIPs and SLURPSs about important processes and results of the 
organization.  Users across an organization can be part of a data-driven culture.  
The validated SIPs are easy to access without databases, and carry their pedigree 
along with the data.  

Lone Star calls this a Data Sandbox (with or without a CPO).  SIPs in the Sandbox 
are freely available to people across the organization.  There is enormous 
opportunity for innovation and discovery because the SIP is a data bucket, not 
presuming how users will process information.  What SIPs lack in relational 
database power, they make up by low user barriers.    Information about repair 
and restock times may be averaged by one user while another prefers median 
values.  Both use just one SIP, and both want to approximate it by a single 
number, but a SIP enabled a data driven debate about it.   

When SLURPs and SIPs in a Sandbox are used by people with different 
perspectives and interests, a rich discussion about decisions and management by 
fact can follow.   Utility of a Sandbox grows as the Sandbox grows.  Users who 
submit new SIPs can add their data to the Sandbox for community use. 

_________________________________________ 

i Probability Management, Sam Savage, Stefan Scholtes and Daniel Zweidler, 
OR/MS Today, February 2006, Volume 33 Number 1 
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